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B.Tech and MCA are two technical degrees which comes under professional education categories,
because the curriculum of these courses are specially designed to make industry ready
professionals. And this is the reason why most of the top companies and MNC's gives their first
preference to B.Tech and MCA rather then other candidates. But the quality of MCA and B.Tech
students is getting lower and lower day by day, as the number of engineering colleges are
increasing day by day resulting in poor quality of engineering professionals.As the number of
engineering colleges are increasing at a rapid speed, there is a storage of quality and well
experienced teaching professional which helps students to mould themselves into industry ready
professional.This is the main reason behind the decreasing demand of MCA and B.Tech
professionals in the market.

But this doesn't means that B.Tech and MCA students are no more in demand. Top Companies and
MNC's are still hiring quality B.Tech and MCA candidates at very good packages. As after recession
hit, companies wants industry ready professional to work for them. And most of the engineering
colleges are continuously failing to deliver the quality professionals because of their own poor
quality teaching professionals. As result, most of the B.Tech and MCA students are going for 6
months industrial training programs which can help them to become industry ready professional. As
these industrial training programs fulfill all those needs which are required by top companies in a
technical professional.During these 6 months industrial training students get to know their
technologies on industrail training and helps students to know more about real life problems and
huddles which most of the professionals faces during their technical career, as students gets
chance to work on real time project while these training programs. And while working  on a real time
project students comes to know what problems they are going to face while working in the company
and also how to overcome them. Students also learn interpersonal skills too while these training
programs as they have to complete their project work in a team, which requires team efforts and
understanding.

But students faces same problems while choosing training organization for their 6 months industrial,
every organization promises to provide quality industrail training.But this the duty of students to
choose best one of them. There are some Top IT and Embedded Training Company which also has
been awarded by renowed standard providing oganizations.Provies quality industrial training in
noida, roorkee and lucknow.These training company not only provides quality industrial training but
also provides placement assitance services to their students. More over special trouble shooting
sessions are arranged for students to make them doubt free indutry ready professional. Most
importantly, students gets freedom to come to clear their doubt even after completion of their trainig
programs.

Students willing for a sound future ahead should go for these IT And embedded training company
as its high time to be serious for a career in the corporate sector.As it very tough for technical
students to get a breakthrough in the corporate sector without sound technical knowledge.
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Ashutosh Kaushik - About Author:
a CETPA InfoTech Pvt Ltd, Northen India's Biggest Training Company is offering a 6 months
indutrail training and a other training programs too.
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